Abstract. Abstract. Abstract. Non-unique factorizations theory, which started in algebraic number theory, over the years has expanded into several areas of mathematics. Here, we propose yet another branching. We show that some concepts of factorizations theory, such as half factorial and weak half factorial properties can be translated via Cayley graphs into graph theory. It is proved, that subset S of abelian group G is half factorial, if and only if the Cayley digraph Cay(G; S ) is geodetical, e.g., simple paths connecting a fixed pair of vertices have the same length. Further, it is shown that the voltage digraph naturally arising from subset S of group G satisfies Kirchoff's Voltage Law exactly when S is weakly half factorial. In the concluding remarks, some loosely formulated ideas for further research are presented.
1. Factorization in algebraic number fields. 1. Factorization in algebraic number fields. 1. Factorization in algebraic number fields. Let K be an algebraic number field, R K its ring of integers and H (K ) the class group. An integer in K is said to be irreducible, if it cannot be written as a product of two non-unit elements of R K . Let a ∈ R K and (1) a = a 1 a 2 . ... .a k be its factorization into irreducible integers. If all factorizations of a are equivalent, we say that a has a unique factorization (is factorial) and write a ∈ UF. The number of irreducible factors in (1) , is called the length of factorization, and by L(a) we denote the set of different lengths of factorizations of a. If |L(a)| = 1 then a is said to be half factorial ( a ∈ HF). If each element of subset R ⊂ R K is half factorial, then we call R to be half factorial itself and write R ∈ HF. For m 1 we denote by G m (K ) the set of all integers in R K which have exactly m distinct lengths of factorizations. It is well known that R K is UF exactly when the class group of K is trivial, and it was shown by L. Carlitz ([3] ) that R K ∈ HF (or R K = G 1 (K ) ) if and only if H (K ) has 2 elements. Many of the factorizational properties of integers in K could be expressed in terms of combinatorial structure of the class group H (K ). This observation had many implications and led to the development of a whole new area of research.
2. Finite abelian groups. 2. Finite abelian groups. 2. Finite abelian groups. Let G be a finite abelian group written multiplicatively, and e it's unit. If {g 1 , g 2 , ..., g k } is a k -tuple of non-unit elements of G and
then {g 1 , g 2 , ... , g k } will be called a block, and the block will be called minimal
= e where m i ∈ {0,1} for 1 i k it follows that all m i 's are ones or all of them are zeros. We will denote by A = A G the set of all atoms in G and if we restrict g i 's to a subset S of G, then it will be denoted by A G,S . For a block β = {g 1 ,g 2 , ..., g k } ∈ A the set of distinct g i 's will be called support of β and denoted by supp(β).
For β ∈ A we will define c(β), the cross number of β to be
where ord (g) denotes the order of g in G.
If β is an atom satisfying c(β) = 1 then it will be called C -atom. If S is a subset of G, and if each atom with support in S is a C -atom, then we will say that S has (C ) property (or satisfies condition (C )) and in this case we will write S ∈ C. We will denote by µ(G) the maximal cardinality of S ⊂ G satisfying condition (C ), and by t (G) the minimal number of summands in
S i , where all S i 's have property (C ).
3. Half factorial and weakly half factorial properties. 3. Half factorial and weakly half factorial properties. 3. Half factorial and weakly half factorial properties. For subset S of the class group H (K ) we denote by R K,S the set of integers a ∈ R K , such that all prime ideals dividing the principal ideal (a) = aR K correspond to elements of S under the natural mapping of ideals into H (K ). The connection between the factorizations of elements in R K,S and (C ) property of S was first observed in [41] . It was noticed there that R K,S is HF (or R K,S ⊂ G 1 ) if and only if S satisfies condition (C ). The relationship between the cross number of atomic blocs and factorizations in semigroups and monoids was later observed by L. Skula ([40] ) and A. Zaks ([45] ). In recent terminology, the subset of the class group having property (C ) is also said to be half factorial. In ( [43] ) the structure of G m (K ) was determined and it was shown that if the class number of K is greater than 2, then the set {a ∈ G m (K): Norm K/Q ( a)
x } (if non-empty) has an asymptotic density of the type:
where A and C are some combinatorial constants that depend on m and H ( K ) and
|H(K)| . Similar asymptotic evaluations were shown to be true for set of positive rational integers x which have m lengths of factorization in R K . In the subsequent paper ( [44] ) it was proved that if |H (K )| 3 then in the union
all summands are non-empty and a weaker than (C ) property was introduced. Namely, we said there that subset S of abelian group G has property (C 0 ) (or is weakly half factorial -using recent terminology) if for each atom β with support in S, the cross number c(β) is an integer. That leads to the definitions of constants µ 0 (G) and t 0 (G). As µ 0 (G) µ(G) and µ 0 (G) is easier to evaluate, investigating the sets with property (C 0 ) gives some nontrivial upper bound for µ. The results on structure of G m (K ) that were proven in [43] , were stated for the ring of algebraic integers, but it is easily seen that they can be formulated and proven in the more general setting of block semigroup over H (K ). Actually, papers [41] [42] [43] [44] already contained the algebraic, analytical and combinatorial elements of a later developed theory. ) on factorizations in semigroups and monoids, attracted a lot of attention a few years later. A vast volume of papers was published. Most of them deal with factorizations in Dedekind domains, Krull monoids, asymptotic density of elements possessing specific factorizational properties, the structure of the set lengths of factorizations, and the values of some combinatorial constants defined for abelian groups that are related to factorizations in block semigroups.
It is not my intention here, and it would be difficult, to give an overview of the current state of the theory of non-unique factorizations in a short note. Almost randomly and arbitrarily, I will refer the reader to recent books, proceedings and papers by the most active authors in the area : D. D. [38] , [39] ).
As it can be seen in the literature quoted above, non-unique factorizations theory has been applied to various areas of mathematics using a broad range of techniques. In the current note, we propose branching some of the factorizational concepts into graph theory. In recent decades, graph theory has advanced progress in many areas of mathematics, and was itself helped by such intrusions.
5. Basic terms in digraphs and graphs. 5. Basic terms in digraphs and graphs. 5. Basic terms in digraphs and graphs. We adopt the standard graph theory notation and terminology. For definition of terms not defined here, and quoted results, the reader is referred to [2] , [7] or [15] . Let D = (V, A) be a digraph (directed graph) with finite set of vertices V = V (D ) and arcs A = A(D ). We consider here only the digraphs with no loops and with no multiple arcs. That means we can consider each arc a ∈ A(D ) an ordered pair of distinct vertices, and write a = (x, y), where x, y ∈ V. We will call x and y the beginning and ending of arc a and write x = init (a), y = fin(a). A walk W in D is an alternating sequence W :
of vertices x i and arcs a i such that the beginning of arc a i is vertex x i and the ending of a i is x i+1 . As there are no multiple arcs, we can just write
A walk is called a path if all of its vertices are distinct, with the possible exception of the first and last. In this last case, e.g., if x 1 = x k+1 the path will be called a cycle. If for path P there is x 1 = x and x k+1 = y, then P will be called (x, y)-path. In particular, for any vertex x belonging to a cycle, we can consider the cycle to be (x, x )-path. As for the arcs, we can talk of beginning and ending vertices of the walk, and define functions fin and init from a walk set into vertices. In case the digraph D is symmetrical, e.g., if (x, y) ∈ D always implies (y, x ) ∈ D, we can ignore the direction of the arcs, call them edges and consider D to be a graph. So graphs, in a sense, could be considered a special case of digraphs. Even if the digraph is not symmetrical, we can, by ignoring the direction of the arcs, talk about the underlying graph of digraph D. All the terms that we will introduce for the digraphs, can be applied to graphs. If D = (V, A) is a digraph, then any function ψ :A −→ R + we will call weight. Its reciprocal, λ = 1/ψ will be called the length, and the pair (D, ψ) forms the weighted digraph. We will require that if (x, y) and (y, x ) are arcs of the digraph, then they both have the same weight, so that there will be no confusion when going from the digraph to its underlying graph. Weight ψ, and length λ could be additively extended to any walk W :
Usually, by the length of the walk, the number of arcs connecting its beginning and ending is understood. In our terminology this corresponds to the particular choice of weight, namely ψ ≡ 1.
If C is a finite set of colors, then any function c:A −→ C is called arc coloring and the digraph is said to be k-colored if |C | = k. If none of the adjacent arcs are colored with the same color, then coloring is said to be proper.
The set of all paths (including closed paths e.g., cycles) in D will be denoted by P = P D and the set of all (init (P ), fin(P ))-paths we will denote by P D (P ). The elements of P D (P ) will be referred to as P -paths.
6. Some more definitions in graph and digraph theory. 6. Some more definitions in graph and digraph theory. 6. Some more definitions in graph and digraph theory. 6.1 Cayley digraphs. 6.1 Cayley digraphs. 6.1 Cayley digraphs. Let G be a group and S its subset. The Cayley digraph, Cay(G; S ) is a digraph whose vertices are identified with elements of G , and the arcs set consists of ordered pairs (g, gs) , where g ∈ G and s ∈ S. We do not require that S generate G, hence the resulting digraph is not necessarily connected . In case S is symmetrical, e.g., S = S −1 we can also talk about the Cayley graph. Cayley digraphs are also called Cayley color digraphs, as each of its arcs (g, gs) could be considered colored by an element s of S.
6.2 Geodetical Digraphs. 6.2 Geodetical Digraphs. 6.2 Geodetical Digraphs. Let D = (V, A) be a ψ-weighted digraph. Path P is called geodesic if it is the shortest path connecting init (P ) and fin(P ). If each path connecting init (P ) and fin(P ) is geodesic, then P is called geodetical. In other words, P is geodetical if all (init (P ), fin(P ))-paths have the same length or |{λ(Q ): Q ∈ P D (P )}| = 1. If each path in D is geodetical, then the digraph itself will be called geodetical.
(We use the term geodetical, as both geodesical and gedotetic are already taken for describing graphs with different properties). If for a closed path P : a 1 a 2 ... a k there is k i=1 φ (a i ) = e, where e is the unit element of H, then we say that path P satisfies Kirchoff 's Voltage Law (in short P ∈ KVL). If each closed path satisfies KVL, then we say that the voltage digraph (D, φ, H ) satisfies Kirchoff's Voltage Law.
7. Cayley digraphs based on half factorial and weakly half factorial sets. 7. Cayley digraphs based on half factorial and weakly half factorial sets. 7. Cayley digraphs based on half factorial and weakly half factorial sets. Let G be an abelian group, S its subset and D = Cay(G; S ) be the Cayley digraph. For arc a = (g, gs) with g ∈ G and s ∈ S we will set ψ(a) = ord (s) (and hence λ(a)= 
Without loss of generality we can assume that x = e, unit element of G. The fact that P 1 and P 2 are (x, y)-paths could be restated as s
is not equal to e for any t 0 ∈ {1,2, ..., k}. Let us write the left and right sides of (4) as the products of atomic blocks β
l2 , respectively. From S ∈ HF it follows that l 1 = l 2 . Hence
Conversely, let us assume that Cay(G; S ) is geodetical with weight defined by ψ((g, gs)) = ord (s). Let β : s 1 s 2 ... s k be an arbitrary atom with support in S and P 1 be the (e,e)-path corresponding to β, e.g.,
For P 2 we choose (e, e)-path corresponding to the atomic block s 1 s 1 ... s 1 (s 1 taken ord (s 1 ) times). Obviously λ(P 2 ) = 1, hence λ(P 1 ) = 1. This means that each atomic block with support in S is a C -atom. That concludes proof of Theorem 1.
Let D be a Cayley digraph Cay(G; S ) and C N the group of N -th root of unity, where N is the exponent of G. We will define φ by setting φ((g, gs)) = exp( Proof. Let P : a 1 a 2 ... a k be a closed path where a i = (g i , g i s i ) and g i ∈ G, s i ∈ S for i = 1, 2, ... , k. We can assume that the starting and ending vertices of P coincide with e, the unit element of G. The fact that P is a closed path translates to equality
is an integer and this implies
ord(si) ) = 1. Now assume that the voltage digraph (Cay(G; S ), φ, C N ) where C N and φ are defined as above, satisfies Kirchoff's Voltage Law, and let β: s 1 s 2 ... s k be a block with support in S. Path P corresponding to β is a closed (e, e)-path, so KVL implies that exp(2πi
ord(si) ) = 1. Hence β ∈ (C 0 ). This proves that S ∈ WHF.
8. Concluding remarks. 8. Concluding remarks. 8. Concluding remarks. We will sometimes call geodetical digraphs to be half factorial and voltage digraphs satisfying KVL -weakly half factorial. Both of these terms could be extended to graphs, hence in what follows, we will mean both graphs and digraphs, even if we specifically mention one or the other. The following remarks suggest some further possibilities for applying factorizational concepts in the field of graph theory.
8.1 Nonabelian groups. 8.1 Nonabelian groups. 8.1 Nonabelian groups. The half factorial concept has its origin in factorizations of algebraic integers and through property (C ) it is being transferred to subsets of the class group, and from there to any abelian group. Theorem 1 and Theorem 2 translate this concept and weakly half factoriality to digraphs. Both of them could be used in reverse, as definitions of half factorial and weakly half factorial properties of the subset of the group. Notice, that the requirement that the group is abelian is dropped. This gives reason to study half and weakly half factoriality for nonabelian groups.
8.2 Number of lengths of paths. 8.2 Number of lengths of paths. 8.2 Number of lengths of paths. Let P be the set of paths in the graph/digraph and let P ∈ P. By L(P ) we denote the set of distinct lengths of all P -paths, e.g., L(P ) = {λ(Q ): Q ∈ P(P)}. Hence, it could be said that P is geodetical if and only if #{L(P )} = 1, and the graph/digraph is geodetical if this is true for each element of P. This leads us to the definition of m-geodetical paths and sets of paths. Namely, we will say that P ∈ P is m-geodetical if #{L(P )} = m, and by G m we will denote { P ∈ P: #{L(P )} = m }. The uniqueness of the factorizations concept, might be in a natural way transferred to the graph theory by introducing the unique path property. Namely, we will say that P ∈ P has unique path property (P ∈ UP ) if P is the unique element in P(P ). It is well known that only connected UP graphs are trees, and so generally it could be said that the graph is UP if and only if it is a forest. The characterization of UP digraphs is slightly more complex. Obviously UP digraphs/graphs are geodetical. In the case of factorizations of algebraic integers, the structure of the class group provides the answer to the question how far the ring of integers is from being UF. Here, we can suspect that the complexity of {L(P): P ∈ P} depends on how different is the graph from being a tree or acyclic. The next observation gives some weight to this speculative statement.
Let R
V and R A be the finite dimensional vector spaces of functions p:V −→ R and g:A −→ R, respectively. Let further δ: R V −→ R A be the linear transformation defined for p ∈ R V by δp(a) = p(fin(a)) -p(init (a)). Subspace B = δ(R V ) of R A is called bond space and is related to cycle space. For each element g ∈ B there exists p ∈ R V such that g = δp, hence for each (x, y)-path P : a 1 a 2 ... a k we have
Therefore, if we set A g = {a ∈ A: g(a) > 0}, ψ g (a)= 1/g(a), the weighted digraph D g = (V, A g , ψ g ) will be geodetical. As B is an orthogonal complement (with suitably selected scalar product) to cycle space, we can speculate that lesser cyclicity of the diagraph implies richer geodeticality.
8.3 Colored digraphs/graphs and half factoriality. 8.3 Colored digraphs/graphs and half factoriality. 8.3 Colored digraphs/graphs and half factoriality. Let G = (V, E) be a finite ψ-weighted, properly k-colored graph. By µ(G) we denote the maximal edge size of the geodetical subgraph (though not necessarily an induced subgraph) of G and by t (G) the minimal number of such subgraphs that cover G. There is (6) t
(G) χ'(G), µ(G) | E |/χ'(G)
where χ'(G) is the edge-chromatic number of G .
To show this, observe that if C = {c 1 , c 2 , ..., c k } is the set of colors with which G is colored and E i = {e ∈ E : c(e) =c i } for i = 1, ... , k then E 1 , E 2 , ..., E k cover E. As the coloring is proper, each of E i is UP, hence it is geodetical. Therefore t(G) k and µ(G) min {|E i |: 1 i k }. Now by definition, χ'(G) is minimal k, such that G is properly k -edge colorable. As χ'(G) is equal ∆(G) or ∆(G)+1, where ∆(G) is the degree of graph G, (6) could be restated in the form:
t (G) ∆(G)+1 and µ(G) | E |/ ∆(G).
A similar evaluation could be shown to hold for digraphs.
The observation, that the monochromatic set of edges in properly colored graphs constitutes a half factorial subgraph (with vertices set V), suggests an alternative definition of constant µ(G), more in line with the one implied by the Cayley digraphs. Namely, if S is a subset of C and A S = {a ∈ A: c(a) ∈ S }, then by µ ⋆ (G) we will denote the maximal cardinality of S, such that A S is half factorial, and by t ⋆ (G) minimal t, such that S = t ∪ i=1 S i , where all S i 's are geodetical.
Similarly, we can define the constants µ 0 (G), t 0 (G), µ ⋆ 0 (G) and t ⋆ 0 (G) for graphs (or digraphs).
Hopefully, using the vast machinery of graph theory some nontrivial results in the suggested directions could be obtained and the ideas that proved themselves fruitful in non-unique factorizations theory will repeat their success in graph theory.
